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New Shower System Merges Revolutionary Technology and Modern Design
SpringClipTM technology and subway tile pattern provides high-end shower design

Caldwell, Idaho – Best Bath Systems, a leading manufacturer
of showers and tubs, introduces the industry’s first and only
composite shower to feature 90-degree corners with sleek
subway tile using its exclusive SpringClipTM system. This new
shower has the ceramic tile appearance of a high-end shower
with lower installation costs and worry-free maintenance.

Developed exclusively by Best Bath, the SpringClipTM system
provides the easiest installation yet for shower walls. Taking
it a step further to revolutionize the bathing industry, this new shower model comes with 90degree corners, the first and only of its kind, and the modern look of subway tile. The clean, sleek
aesthetic comes without the hassle of traditional installation or worry of future leaks. Showers are
backed by Best Bath’s industry leading 30-year warranty.
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Best Bath’s signature composite construction incorporates a
durable gelcoat for a luxurious finish and a full plywood
backing for outstanding strength. An extensive range of models
provides options for colors, custom tile inset locations, tile wall
patterns, and accessories.

The showers can be specified with a range of features for
residential and commercial applications, and can be paired
with Best Bath’s complete line of shower pans included curbed,
ADA- and ANSI-compliant installation, including Best Bath’s new Designer Series shower pan.
Additional accessories include a seat, grab bars, a glide bar/hand shower, non-recessed soap dish,
collapsible water stopper, curtain and rod, and shower valve. The plywood backing makes
installation of accessories simple, eliminating the need to find a wall stud or to include additional
backing.

For more information, visit www.BestBath.com.
ABOUT BEST BATH SYSTEMS
Founded in 1971, Best Bath Systems is dedicated to designing and manufacturing products that make
bathrooms safe for people of all abilities. Today, Best Bath Systems is the leader of innovative walk- in
showers and bathtubs for residential and commercial applications. Currently offering more than 400 shower
configurations, Best Bath focuses on product design versatility to continually develop new bathing solutions.
All showers and baths are manufactured in the United States and are backed by a comprehensive 30-year
limited warranty.
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